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Posted by: meooo
Date: 08-09-2016 09:35:33
Arrived Calais two days ago
Got French gaz bottle....English adapter won't fully seal
Now on a mission to find ptfe tape to seal the threads
Plus side 31 degrees clear skies plenty of vino heading to champagne region to sample their wares
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 09-09-2016 17:55:38
Nice, epernay is very nice, avenue de champagne well worth walking down and trying. At the town end is a good bar, serves
decent beer and food. Don't forget to try grower champagne, not the famous folks but out in the country and great finds can
be had.
Posted by: meooo
Date: 04-10-2016 10:45:42
Lazy day ajourdhui
Sat outside the van, under a lime tree just chilling in the 28degrees, clear blue sky just south of Toulouse having a coffee.
Opposite is some sort of private park/garden where we've been hearing some strange noises at night time. Today we saw the
cause of that noise, half a dozen deer just appeared and watched us, watching them. Then a couple of red squirrels appeared
too, had a run around and then they all disappeared back into the trees and bushes.
All this in a relatively built up area near a noisy school.
Not bad for a free stopover ��
We then visited the local boulangerie for our daily baguette and got the best home made baked custard tarts I've tasted.
Shame we have to move on really��
Well tomorrow's another day lets see what that brings
TTFN
Posted by: meooo
Date: 18-10-2016 08:19:06
Ain't eurotunnel great?
Checked in exactly 2hrs before final check in
"You can go on earlier train, 10:20 instead of 11:20"
Great ok, brilliant.
Then they delay the departure time by 30 mins
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 18-10-2016 18:37:26
Has the bum stopped twitching after driving past the 'Jungle' ?
Or did you earn a free train trip ?
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 19-10-2016 06:19:13
Did you pick up any prospective UK residents?

Posted by: meooo
Date: 20-10-2016 13:41:58
Didn't see anything of the residents
At border control we were asked "could anyone have got into the vehicle at all?"
Just a straight "no" and we were through......makes you think though
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 20-10-2016 21:08:22
meooo wrote:
Didn't see anything of the residents
At border control we were asked "could anyone have got into the vehicle at all?"
Just a straight "no" and we were through......makes you think though
You must have a trusting face......

